February 2007
Greetings Brothers of the Exterior World:
We are your Inner Earth Brothers that are now making ourselves known to you.
The Earth is not a solid planet, as the currently taught theory claims.
The Earth is a hollow orb, as are all celestial bodies: Stars, satellites, planets.
During the formation of the planets, critical mass was subjected to the same rotational movement as is
now operating, but upon being constituted was formed by another form of matter, this arranged itself
using patterns of centrifugal force, compacting the mass on the outside, hollowing the interior.
The Hollow Earth is warmed by an internal sun, which illuminates during the whole internal day.
The Inner Earth Beings are human beings -- as you are, but we have ascended to the Fifth Dimension
of Conscience.
The damage you outer earthlings are causing the Earth affects us vastly.
The day has been forseen of our encounter with you outer earthlings, and this has become urgent
because of the extent of the damage that our planet is being subjected to by you.
The waste that you are throwing into the ocean, plus the wastes that you are dumping into the
atmosphere and which fall with the rain, eat away unceasingly at the layers of the earth's shell.
It is for this reason that we are finding it necessary to communicate with you -- through more and more
frequent contacts -- the need of your becoming conscious of the unparalleled damage that you are
inflicting on this planet.
The main governments of the world are currently aware of our existence.
We have had direct contact with several of your more famous presidents in different times of your
history, when the panorama of your newly born atomic and nuclear weapons became so destructive.
At the moment we are sponsoring the imminent exploratory trips that will discover that the Earth doesn't
possess the physiognomy described by the books that you have learned from in school since you were
children.
On the contrary, the planet is hollow, as are all celestial bodies of the Universe that you know about.

However, the manifestation of us beings that live in the Inner Earth and of our cities, will be possible to
you as soon as you can voluntarily adjust your molecules to the vibratory frequency of the Fifth
Dimension of Conscience.
The acceptance of these truths constitutes the process of Planetary Ascension forseen for all humanity.
Not resisting this truth generates the opening of consciousness, a fundamental requirement to reach the
point of the encounter between your physical being and your spiritual essence, which will allow you to
open up to new forms of expression completely, that until now have remained hidden from your
population in general.
We love your Essence and we bless you.
The Inner Earth Council of the Twelve

